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sound or expedient.   The arm-chair critic is apt to over-
look the psychological effects of official action in reassuring
popular sentiment, in restoring the general morale, and in
dissipating the waves of   depression which paralyse the
national energies.   We cannot do justice to the policy of a
past age if we approach it from a doctrinaire standpoint and
ignore the limitations within which the rulers of the State
must work—the historic framework of society, the move-
ment of public opinion, and the pressure of current events.
The social       The Early Mercantilist State is seen in its most attractive
problem.    q^q^ jn tke treatment of the social problem.   A variety of
motives lay behind the zeal which was displayed in the work
of  amelioration.   The  common  explanation  is  that  the
monarchy dreaded a popular explosion, that it watched care-
fully every manifestation of unrest in order to check incipient
agitation which might flare up into armed insurrection.    No
doubt the desire to preserve public order was a potent
factor :  nor can modern Governments afford to ignore the
possibility of an upheaval arising from economic distress.
At the same time there was not wanting a genuine sympathy
with those who were being adversely affected by the manifold
changes.   First: England was now definitely committed to
a capitalist system of industry with its unsettling impact
upon security of employment.    Secondly:   the conversion
of arable land into pasture flung upon the countryside those
who had hitherto been safely anchored to the plough.
Thirdly : the price revolution pressed with peculiar hardship
upon that section of the community whose income was most
inelastic.   Fourthly : England often suffered in earlier ages
from famine, and corn prices easily soared to panic heights
in time of dearth.   These various factors were responsible
for a marked increase of destitution ; and in the face of an
advancing tide of pauperism, combined with the break-down
of religious and voluntary agencies, no Government could
hold itself aloof from the social problem.
poor	The creation of a national system of poor relief was the
work Of the sixteenth century. It was based upon the legal
responsibility of the local authorities to provide relief for
the indigent poor out of a local fund raised by compulsory

